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TRANSIENT MODELLING OF INDOOR AIR QUALITY 

G.D. ~Intoeh, G.H. Bragg, and D.L. SJurna 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
University of Waterloo 
Waterloo, Ontario 

Abstract 

A simple model' of the dynamic behaviour of air flowe Jn buildings le 
proposed and its effect upon the relationship between tranelent infiltra
tion and the concentration of contaminante inside the building envelope is 
determlned. the model auggeate that the tlme scale of the building dynamic 
behaviour le an order of mognltude smAller than the tlme sc~les of Infil
tration due to wind and mechanical ventilation effects, enabling the bulld
lng air flow dynamics to be decoupled frOTll the infiltration and ventilation 
effects. 

Introduction 

Traditional descriptlona of indoor alr quality have frequently been 
baaed upon attempts to use steady-state models to describe time averaged 
'IUantitlen. Rece"tly, however, Sandberg (1981, 1983), Skaret and Kathleen 
( 1983) nnd othets hove attempted to prov!de broader defJnl tlons of both 
ventilation effectiveness and concentretlon parameters which provide useful 
statistical descrlptions of indoor sir quality. This work has ln the main 
been adapted from models based on contlnuoue flow analysis of chemical sys
tetts. Wlth the al.d of this vocabulary, lt is posstble to begin to develop 
models of indoor air: behaviour which describe the time varying properties 
found in practice. In sddlt!on to the above models, the industrial envi
r:on .. ent provides e>:tenelve data on the time verJabllity of contaminants 
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quality ls r1ot yet available lr1 tl1e resldcntl3l envlro11ment. 

Two of the moet important parameters in the prediction of indoor 
concentrations of pollutants are the rates of infilt~ation and mechanical 
ventilation. If a time varying model of concentration le necessary, then 
the time varying properttee of tnftltratton and mechanical ventilation are 
Important. Furthermore, the elastic properties of the building can 
conceivably become Important In both the analysis of infiltration and 
Indoor concentration. It ts the object of this paper to attempt to model 
response characteristics of a structure and enclosed air mase In a prelimi
nary way to determine their influence on infiltration and ventilation and 
hence upon indoor concentration of contamlnante. The reeulte are intended 
for uee ln the conetructlon of a etochastlc model of Infiltration which le 
preeently under development. The procedure will be to firet coneider the 
effect on the dynamic responee of the air mass inside the building of 
building elasticity and to determine typical pressure wave travel times 
inside buildings. A model of the dynamic behaviour of the interior air 
mass le then developed, and the resulting time varying concentration le 
predlcte<I. 

The problem of unsteady modelling of ventilation has been considered 
by several authore. Katayama (1983) has recently developed a probabilistic 
model relating ventilation rates and indoor concentrations but has not 
considered instantaneous dynamic models in detail. 11111 and Kusuda ( 1975) 
considered experimentally the relationship between fluctuating wind speeds 
and pressure differences on building envelopes and the resulting infiltra
tion rates. They did not consider the dynamic properties of the enclosure 
directly but did conclude that the major discrepancies between actual flow 
rates and those determined by steady state analysis were due to simultane
ous forward and reverse flow through windows. In addition Hill and Kusuda 
obtained power spectra for wind velocity components (Fig. I) and pressure 
dlfferentlals (Fig. 2) across windows for a typical application. In this 
caee, they found the htgheet energy containing frequenclee were of the 
order of 0.1 Hz or lese. 

In the caee of mechanical ventilation, the transient aspects are 
dominated by the etartup and shutdown processes since the normal operation 
of ventilation systems does not provide for varying flow rates. The excep
tione to this are mainly in the residential building area. In most cases, 
industrial fans have starting and stopping times of the order of 1-5 
seconds or 0.2-1 Hz. · 

The Time Scale of Building Air Hase Response 

In order to concentrate upon the effect of the building properties 
upon the air mass dynamics, we shall assume eimple models of both infiltra
tion nnd Internal mixing. Infiltration can occur due to a steady lnflov
outflow combination and by time-varying pulsations. Inside the building, 
mlidng wl ll occur and for "lmrllclty we h"ve AAaumcd totnl mixing or 
uniform concentn1tlon. nils corresronds to the single zone ..odel of 
Sandberg. Such a slmpllflcation le not realletlc in the present context 
but, ae will be seen, It will act to accentuate any effects due to building 
elaetlci ty. 

The fluid capacitance, lnertance and wave travel time are determined 
for a rigid building as 
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pL 
Inertance If • A 
Wave travel time t' • 1r;-:-c;s IJa 

( 2) 

(3) 

where: L le a characteristic building length (in this case In direction of 
imposed pressure difference and flow); 

A ls the building cross section normal to L; 
p le fluld density; 

and a le the acoustic velocity. 

The acoustic velocity in a non-rigid building may be estimated (Streeter 
and Wylie, 1975) by 

a 
a' - ---

1 +~ 

where: n ls the acoustic velocity in a rigid container; 
K ls the bulk modulus of elaetlclty of air; 

(4) 

D te a representative diameter of the building normal to the net 
flow in the structure; 

E le the Young's modulus of the building envelope; 
and h le a repreeentatlve thickness of the building envelope. 

fot a typical industria\ structure we may set a• 350 m/s, K • 100 KPa, E • 
107 kPa, D • 30 m, h • 0.1 m, L • 30 m and height of 10 m. 

Then a' • 0.997a 
C • 0.0306 m5/N 

f 
If • 0.24 N e2/m5 

t' • 0.086 seconds 

As ts cle&r from these values, the acoustic velocity le unlikely to be 
dramatically altered by a nonnally compliant building and only special 
cases such ae inflatable structures are likely to have time constante 
eufflciently large to be important. 

These calculations show that the time constants and alr mass natural 
frequencies of relatively large structuree are such that responses are very 
faat compared to the time scales of pressure and wind variation reported by 
Hill and Kusuda. 

The posslblllty of tnflltratlon being affected through a sudden 
imposition of a uniform externally applied increase or decrease of pressure 
le also small. A uniformly applied increase in pressure of 10 Pa related 
to a wlnd preeeure from a 4 m/e wind would lncceaee the internal air mass 
by lees than 0.01%. We conclude that even with a reasonably compl lant 
structure, the time for the air maee of a structure to respond la 
algnlflcantly lees than the time scales typical of external vf.nd forces. 

The effect of air inertia on unsteady flows and concentratlons 
requires a more detailed analysis. In particular, it le necessary to 
develop the unsteady flow equations and apply the resultant model as an 
input to the unsteady concentration equation. 
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Alr Inertia Effects 

The unete"dy flo" of air 1 h lldt 
can be descrlbed b E 1 1 n a u ng accounting for Inertial effects 

Y u er s equation of rnption in the unstead b 
rP.slstance form (Streeter and Wylte, 1975). - y, tur ulent 

aP az av av Kv2 
r; 'Js + g rs + v rs + n + 7L - o 

where: P z pressure 
g • acceleration due to gravity 
V 3 velocity 
t • time 
K • lose coeff lclent 
D • diameter 
z • elevation 
e • elemental length 

(5) 

L • total length of the t t t 
preasure difference e rue .ure n the direction of the ~pplted 

The loss term ls eKpressed fn terms of a loss coefficient 
building length and the inter 1 1 i related to the 
Internal velocity ls reasonab;: b:~ ~c ty. The relationship to the 
only acceptable If a value of K f I direct relation to building length ls 
changes per hour l11at ls s c•o~en to give a realistic value of afr 
enables K to be ;valuated. • an assumpt on for steady state air changes 
of the building assuming~ i:ntegratf~g equation (5) over the entire length 
building (as Justified In ~heon;e:~ce eration of the air.mass within the 
elevation, the following equatlp ious,,seictlon) and neglecting changes In 

on s o ta ned: 

dV + !__ v2 • llP 
dt 2L pL (6) 

where, 6P ts the pressure differential 
case to consider ls that of a s dd I acr~s: the building. The simplest 
the direction L across the b 1 u en mpos t on of a pressure difference in 
internal velocity ls zer u ldlng. Using the condition that the lnltial 
h obtained by fntegratl~~ :~ .. :;r~~ss(!o)n ifotlr velocity ae a function of time 

w ' respect to t tme. 111en 

where, c1 • K/2L 
C2 • llP/pL 

(7) 

The steady-state velocity is equal to 1c:::rr;, 
describe the transient air flow due t 12f~l • Equation (7) will be used to 
wind gust. The modal assumes " const:nt n I tration as a result of a sudden 
( 6) determines that the steady-etat 1 v; ue for wind preesure • Equation 
the form: e ve oc ty-preesure relationship ls of 

Va llP" 

"here n • f/2. lltll and K d ( 
experimental value for th usu a 1975) and others have indicated that the 
llowever, the 1 e e><ponent n may actually vary between l/2 and I. 
eet at 0.5. genera characterfetfcs of the flow may be determined with n 
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Contaminant Concentration Model 

Several models havl! been developed which describe the concentratlon of 
a contaminant ln a building. For the purpose of this paper a slmple, one 
zone model which assumes complete mixing ts presented (Sandberg, 1981). 
n.e concentration le considered to be the same at every point and ls 
ducrlbe~ by 

vhere, C • concentration 

V dC • -QC + 11 
T dt 

Q • volume flow rate of air 
~T ~ total volume of bulldlng 
m • contaminant generation rate 

(8) 

The effect of transient flow on contaminant concentration m.ay be obtained 
by substitution of (7) into (8) so that: 

dC. _ A UC1C2 t 
-l /c2 /c1 

e c +,;, (9) 
dt v e2/~ t+L T 

In order to solve the concentration model, equation (9), it was necessary 
to use a numerical solution procedure. Since the equation le ,. first order 
ordinary differential equation, it can be solved accurately using a fourth 
order Runge-Kutt>t proced'{re (llornbeck, 1975). 

Figures 3 to 6 ere plota of t~snslent flows, based on equation (7). 
The data presented are for various building geomettles, pressure dlfferen
tlale and lnflltratJon rates e><pressed as alr c~anges per hour (ACPll). 
Q8 s is the steady state flow rate achieved at t • ~, C9 s ls the steady 
state concentration at t •~for a source strength m2 • Some obvious trends 
are indicated by the data. Those buildings vith low infiltration rates, 
and hence tighter construction , allow the flow to reach steady stste 
noticeably faster than those with high lnflltratlon rates. Also, the time 
to reach steady'state le seen to increase with decreasing pressure 
differential • 

The most slgnlficant dlfference ln the time to reach steady state ls 
related to building geometry. The time to reach ateady Btate for the 
building with a length of 30 m was l second or less, but with a length o( 
lOO m this time ls increased by a factor of appro><lmetely 10. Transient 
flowa all achieve steady state In less than 10 eeconds In the cases consi
dered. 

To beat illuetrste the effect of transient lnflltratlon flow on con
centration, a 81tuation where the transient nature of the flow ta signifi
cant (see Fig. 5) was ~~udled. A buJlding, 100 111 in length with a cross
aectlonal area of 100 m , was considered. In Figure 7 the result of impos
ing an instanta~eoua preeeur.e differential. and conta111t na te aource (,;,2 • 
const for t>O, '"I • conat foe t ~ 0 where ow 1 le the conta111lnant source flux 
before the pressure increment and ii.2 > ,;,1 ls the source flux after the 
pressure incre .. ent) on a background concentration ls plotted. ln Figure 8 
the case of a eudden increase in ex.ternal pressure on a decaying concentra
tion (;2 • 0 for t>O) fa plotted. n.e s teady flov and transient flov cases 
ace plotted in both figures. Any differences between the si10ple model of 
concent~ration buildup and the model accounting for alr acceleration are 
seen to be small before 10 seconds and have no effect over longer periods. 
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TI1e data presented ~re baaed on an lnflltratlon rate of 10 aLr changes 
per hour. TI1ls value ls approaching an upper llmlt ln terme of realistic 
lnflltratlon rates. Even so, the translent effect.a due to considering air 
ma~e "cceleratlon and building elasticity on contaminant concentration are 
minimal. 

Conclusions 

I. the wave travel tlme of a pressure pulse In building enclosures le very 
ehort compared to both the characterletlc time ecalee of wind fluctua
tion and mechanical vent I lat ion starting and a topping timee. 

2. TI1e time scale for inertial effects In air In typical enclosures ie so 
small that lnstant,,neous behaviour at the tt .. e scale of pressure varia
tion and ventilation variation may be assumed. 

3. It is expected thnt alterations In the assumptions of the model will 
not significantly affect the conclusions. Specifically, It ls not 
likely that the exponent of preesure in the pressure-flow relationship, 
incomplete mixlnr,, combinations of ventilation and Infiltration, or the 
non-additive effects of pr~ssure differentials, will eubstantlally 
alter the above conclusions. 

4. TI1e time scales of Infiltration and mechanical ventilation are one 
order of magnitude larger than the time ecales of the building air mase 
response. llence the build Ing \I{ 1l provide an "instantaneous" response 
to unsteady infiltration and ventilation proce~ees. 

5. TI1e unsteady response characterletlce of the internal building alr maes 
ere unlikely to be of Importance in normal modelling of the infiltra
tion-ventilation-air contamination system. l~wever, etudtes ' of venti
lation of combustion prorluct or radiation product venting which require 
very fast system response may need to consider this aspect of the 
problem. 
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Fig. 3 Transient flow behaviour - Pressure differential of 10 Pn. 
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Fig. 5 Long building, low pressure differential. 
Transient flow behaviour. 
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Figure 3.3.b shows computed and experimental thermal effects 
of forced convection through continuous insulation in a 
corner structure. Pressure difference between air space on 
both sides of the wall corner (~Pa) and the material proper
ties of insulating materials for calculation . were taken 
corresponding to test house conditions and materials. 
Agreement between computed and measured results seems to be 
satisfactory. Corner structure without vertical wood frame 
(in fig 3.3.b) was also computed and according to results 
the frame decreases convective heat loss considerably. 

Wall corner. horizontal. section 

6Pa = 27Pa with frame, x measured, Nu = 1.05 

6~Pa =63Pa with frame, e measured, Nu =1.15 

6Pa = 27Pa without frame 

6pa = 63Pa without frame 

" .. .,. .... 
' ~ •• .. 

distance 

Nu=1.35 

Nu =1.63 

Nu=1.0 
(no convection) 

~ ' l I,._. ., .... , ..... 
Figure 3. 3 .b. COmputed and experirrental distributions of temperature and 

heat flCM density in a wall comer with mineralwool wind
break, continuous insulation and forced convection through 
it in comer. Temperature are given at depths 145 nm and 
50 rrm fmn cold surface of windbreak (total thicnes 50 nm + 
190 mm) and heat flew density at inner surface. 
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